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Housekeeping items:Enter audio pinSlides are on website: https://www.bpa.gov/EE/Utility/research-archive/Pages/agriculture-irrigation.aspxReport on websiteRoll call (I read through names)Mute phonesWill be asking quick questions throughoutThis presentation is the second in a series of two presentations on the agriculture market research that BPA has completed over the past few years. Today focuses on the opportunities for irrigation efficiency in the Pacific Northwest.Jennifer Eskil – Need for this research What BPA plans to do with this researchSIS study results in January – not the focus for todayQuestion: how can we best serve this sector? How can we make sure that our ag programs support our utilities and the growers to get the greatest cost savings on energy?Source: This presentation is linked to the 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research Report (published in October 2016)
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Today we plan to talk about the agriculture market research project goals, the research activities we completed, and we will focus on the key areas of opportunity for irrigation efficiency in the agricultural sector in the Pacific Northwest.
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The team had four key project goals: The first goal was the characterize the current state of the irrigation market including identifying current installation practices, product flow, transitions from wheel lines to center pivots, among other items. We also sought to understand the potential market barriers to irrigators adopting LESA/LEPA, SIS, VFDs, and controls.The second project goal was to review BPA’s current agricultural program and understand the program’s logic and desired program outcomes. It is important to note that this was not a process evaluation of the program.The third goal was to identify the areas of opportunity for irrigation efficiency based on the learnings from the first two goals. This was the main question that the research sought to answer.Finally, the fourth goal was to identify if there are momentum savings for center pivot technology and to estimate them. The team completed research and began to develop a strategy for estimating momentum savings, but the team concluded midway through the study that quantifying momentum savings would compromise the data confidentiality of certain actors in the irrigation market – and those market actors were not willing to provide sales data to the study thus limiting the methods available to quantify momentum savings.Terminology: LESA = low elevation spray application; LEPA = low energy precision application; SIS = scientific irrigation schedulingSource: TO19 scope of work, Master contract 65240, Task Order 019
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We completed a wide variety of research activities to address the study’s goals. In short, we:In August 2015, the research team held a logic model session with BPA and documented findings in the BPA Agricultural Programs’ Theory, Logic, Structure, and Offerings memo. The logic model provides a visual diagram of how program activities logically lead to the achievement of program goals.We completed a total of 88 interviews with the agriculture sector: 24 BPA, utility, and NEEA staff between 2014 and 2015, 64 market actors (agriculture service providers, ag researchers, irrigation consultants, manufacturers of sprinkler, controls, pivot equipment, university-affiliated ag extension service experts, and dealers between 2014 and 2016.In November 2015, we attended the irrigation show in Long Beach, CA, completing interviews (included in the count above) and learning about the current and upcoming ag irrigation technologies.We also reviewed a number of databases to better understand the market and the programs. These include the Farm and Ranch Irrigation Survey (FRIS), USDA (Census and CropScape maps), and the program data from 2010-2015.In April 2016, we attended the Emerging Technologies Coordinating Council meeting on “Making Technology Work in the Agricultural Space.”The research team compared the Council’s Sixth and Seventh Plans with the incentives offered by BPA as identified in BPA’s Implementation Manual. The research team reviewed findings with an expert at Washington State University to corroborate findings and obtain expert opinions on research questions. The team also reached out to irrigation consultants (IRZ, ProAg) for input and thoughts throughout the study.Detailed Notes: The 2013 FRIS is a supplement to the 2012 Census of Agriculture provided by the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA). Irrigators respond to the survey by providing information on water sources and amount of water used, acres irrigated by type of system, irrigation and yield by crop, and system investments and energy costs. The survey provides comprehensive information on irrigation activities and water use across American farms, ranches, and horticultural operations.Navigant analyzed USDA data for the states of Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Washington. The objective of the analysis was to summarize key trends for the Northwest region as a whole as well as within sub-regions. Source: Not applicable. Details of research activities are available in the 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research Report (published October 2016).
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Now that we know the project goals and the research activities, we can talk about the SIX key areas of opportunity that we identified from the research.But, Before we dive into the opportunities, we’d like to provide the framework in which we thought about the key areas of opportunity:Remember the idea of pushing the market versus maintaining the market? The opportunities we will discuss today mainly focus on pushing the market beyond what it is currently doing. We will present each high focus opportunity first and then discuss the supporting findings that led to that opportunity. Note that the team identified many more areas of opportunity than are presented here – they are all listed in the report – but these are the ones that we felt were high focus areas because of what we heard and learned from our research. These areas were mentioned by multiple market actors and/or mentioned as high opportunity areas.
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We divided the areas of opportunity into delivery mechanisms and technologies. The remaining slides will fall under one of these categories.Note the team did identify several other opportunities that are listed in the final report, but today we’ll cover just the key ones that were mentioned most by market actors and interviewees and Navigant flagged as top priority. Other recommendations include items like indoor ag, irrigation DR program, etc.
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Let’s start with the delivery mechanisms. Three areas of opportunity fall under the delivery mechanisms category.
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We heard from many sources that a key area of opportunity would be to focus on the irrigation system as a whole, rather than individual components. Note that we’re not talking about what’s in the IM here: Let’s set that aside for a moment and think about it from a program strategy viewpoint.Currently, the BPA program is structured to incent individual components of irrigation systems like just the nozzle or just the pressure regulator, or just the sprinkler. From what we can tell in the data, there are not many full-systems type projects coming through BPA’s program, currently, thus this appears to be a potential area of opportunity.The program could help push the market by focusing on the systems design, incorporating the low pressure sprinklers with new pressure regulators, nozzles, pumps, VFDs, or the newer sprinklers with dual and triple nozzle clips. Detailed Notes:Recall that we talked about these two concepts – application efficiency and pumping efficiency, where the application efficiency is focused on how much water that leaves the emitters makes it to the soil and the pumping efficiency is focused on the pump. This area of opportunity touches on both of these types of efficiencies. System: So many things are interconnected with irrigation systems, it benefits programs to look at the big picture systems-level approach. (e.g., pump, sprinkler/nozzle/pressure regulator combined as one system, proximity to the ground)Component: Just sprinkler heads, or just nozzles, or just pump test.Sources: 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research Report (published October 2016)
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We also learned that most sprinkler replacements (60-75%) happen as a package (pressure regulator, sprinkler, and nozzle). Sprinkler manufacturers also recommend this type of replacement to ensure the most efficient system. Because this is the recommended and most common way of upgrading sprinklers, the opportunity is for the program to structure itself to incent equipment as a package, rather than or in addition to the individual component level.We know that currently irrigators are installing low pressure sprinklers, so offering incentives for low pressure sprinklers on their own is likely maintaining the market. In addition, If an irrigator makes changes (increases efficiency) to the sprinkler package, he may also be able to make changes to the pump. Not looking at the system may miss these types of opportunities. Detailed Notes:Percent range given based on responses from both major sprinkler manufacturers; though other market actors indicated that irrigators tend to replace their sprinklers, nozzles, and pressure regulators too infrequently. Terminology: Low pressure sprinklers include rotating-type or wobbling-type sprinklers.Source: Sprinkler manufacturers, irrigation consultant, and market actor interviews
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The second delivery mechanism opportunity is to engage influencers in a strategic and holistic way. LAYERS TO SUPPLY CHAINInterviews with manufacturers, dealers, irrigation consultants, and other market actors revealed that irrigation dealers and food processors have a strong influence on irrigator efficiency within the market. Discussions with BPA staff showed that BPA currently works with many different irrigation market actors, but on a more informal basis. The research team sees an opportunity to formalize this engagement, and to do so strategically so that we are using the power of Ag influencers to push the market toward increased efficiency. Detailed Notes: This area of opportunity also touches on both application efficiency and pumping efficiency.Source: 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research Report (published October 2016)
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So who are these influencers? There are many different types of market actors that provide services and products to growers, but interviews with manufacturers, dealers, irrigation consultants, and other market actors revealed that dealers and food processors have the strongest influence on irrigator efficiency within the market.Dealers work directly with irrigators to design, supply, and install equipment. They include pivot equipment dealers, sprinkler equipment dealers, and pump and well service providers. Pivot equipment dealers sell only one pivot brand but will service other brands and sell all brands of other equipment (e.g., sprinklers). They include Irrigation Specialists and Irrigators, Inc. for Lindsay, Skone Irrigation for Reinke, and Valmont Northwest and Lad Irrigation for Valley. Many dealers have multiple locations throughout the region. Sprinkler equipment dealers are not brand exclusive and include Dunning Irrigation Supply, Ewing, Irrigation Specialists, and Stettler Supply Company.Dealers play a significant role in the supply chain of pivot irrigation equipment, sprinklers, and pumps/motors. For instance, many dealers have specialized software—usually developed by the pivot or the sprinkler manufacturers—that specifies exactly how to set up the pivot system so that the rotating pivot applies water uniformly (e.g., through nozzle selection and sprinkler spacing). Since each irrigated acre is different from the next, dealers must customize these systems to the field in which they operate. To run sprinkler packages, irrigators need all of the custom specs for the pivot system (e.g., tire size, gear box ratios, pipe size, span lengths, outlet locations, overhang length, end-gun configurations) and rely heavily on dealers to set up these customized systems properly. Dealers also help irrigators repair damaged or malfunctioning pivot systems, so irrigators try to maintain good working relationships with all of their respective dealers. Discussions with BPA staff showed that BPA currently works with irrigation market actors, but on a more informal basis. The research team sees an opportunity to formalize this communication, and that could look something like a trade ally network. (Note, this does not include everyone in the supply and decision chain. These are the most commonly mentioned key influencers)Source: 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research Report (published October 2016)
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A little more about the influence that dealers have, then we’ll look at the influence that food processors have on growers. The FRIS data shows that irrigators primarily get their information about reducing irrigation costs and conserving water from dealers. Dealers sell, design, install, and service the equipment so much of the efficiency in the region is based on their design and influence. Dealers are in a unique position to encourage efficiency because they are regularly selling irrigation systems, controls, and hardware to irrigators (according to the research team’s findings, irrigators typically replace sprinkler packages every five years). Thus, there is an ongoing opportunity for education and system efficiency upgrades. If the program works with dealers to promote efficient design, then efficiency will flow through to the market.Detailed Notes:For instance, many dealers have specialized software—usually developed by the pivot or the sprinkler manufacturers—that specify exactly how to set up the pivot system so that the rotating pivot applies water uniformly (e.g., through nozzle selection and sprinkler spacing). Since each irrigated acre is different from the next, these systems must be customized to the field in which they operate. To run sprinkler packages, irrigators need all of the custom specs for the pivot system (e.g., tire size, gear box ratios, pipe size, span lengths, outlet locations, overhang length, end-gun configurations), and rely heavily on dealers to set up these customized systems properly. Dealers also help growers repair damaged or malfunctioning pivot systems, so irrigators try to maintain good working relationships with all of their respective dealers. Wide variance from one dealer to the next in terms of market share – 50% of the market share to less than 10%.Source: Sprinkler manufacturer and the 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research Report (published October 2016)Source: 2013 Farm and Ranch Irrigation Survey, Table 26. Sources of Irrigation Information Relied on for Reducing Irrigation Costs and Conserving Water: 2013, Region 17 Pacific Northwest. Respondents could choose more than one source of information. Percentages are of total acres irrigated.
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In addition to dealers, buyers of crops (i.e., food processors) have a huge influence on growers. Many different food processors are providing detailed instructions to growers on how to irrigate their crops. (Tom can add here who he’s heard this from—names of companies) For example, the research team learned that Campbell's Soup works closely with their irrigators in California to ensure that the ideal amount of water is contained in the tomatoes they purchase from farmers. Tomatoes containing the ideal amount of water is a win-win for the irrigator and for Campbell’s—the irrigator applies less water (saving water, energy, and money) and Campbell’s spends less energy removing excess water from the tomato. In addition, companies like Wal-Mart have sustainability goals which can flow through to suppliers like Campbell’s Soup and then to the irrigators. Source: Dan Sonke, Manager of Ag Sustainability Programs, Campbell Soup Company “Making Emerging Technology Work in the Agricultural Space,” ETCC Quarterly Meeting, April 2016.
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Another example of the influence and relationship between the food processors and irrigators is the French fry industry in the Columbia River Basin. First some background - The Columbia River Basin is ideal for growing the perfect potato. A potato processor’s website notes that there are five regions in North American that have the ideal combination of soil and climate for perfect potatoes, and the Columbia River Basin is one of them. And the Columbia River Basin grows a lot of potatoes. According to one large potato processor, the Columbia River Basin grows enough potatoes for 13.5 BILLION servings of fries every year. That’s enough for almost every person on earth to enjoy two servings of fries!Source: https://www.lambweston.com/trace-my-fries/columbia-river; https://www.lambweston.com/trace-my-fries#allRegions. Lamb Weston is a potato processor
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Since potatoes are such a big business in the Columbia River Basin, the stakes are high to make sure that the potatoes are perfectly irrigated, because there are direct financial impacts on both the grower and the food processor. Let’s walk through an example that we heard from a dealer about how high the stakes are: last year, as many of you may recall, the region had a heat wave and it reached 100 degrees every day. The dealer said that irrigators without controls felt they had to keep the water running. However, overwatering potatoes leads to the cells in the potato get too watery so when the potato goes into storage it breaks down and gets moldy.And one bad, moldy potato…Source: Dealer interviews
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…then deteriorates all the potatoes around it…  
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…Until all the potatoes were ruined.This affected the French fry company (the food processor) because their potatoes were all going bad. They need potatoes with the right amount of water (not too much) so it appears that they could have influence over the practices of the irrigators – figuring out a way to reward the irrigators for applying just the right amount of water to the potatoes. This food processor said they lost millions and millions of dollars of potatoes in one year because of overwatering.(It should also be noted that many contracts for potatoes already include bonuses for meeting certain specifications like width and length.)Transition: So we know the stakes are high, and that the food processors are putting pressure on the growers to do things in a certain and precise way. So how do we ensure that energy efficiency is at the forefront of the conversation between food processors and growers? 
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One way to do this might be to partner with the NW Food Processor’s Association. The research team’s interview with the Northwest Food Processors Association (NWFPA) indicated that food processors—including those with their own grow operations—would be very interested in partnering with BPA to support energy and water efficiency efforts. The NWFPA already has a strong partnership with BPA for our industrial program, but there may be an opportunity to explore a partnership for Ag, too.The benefits of partnering with the NWFPA is that their members have a lot of influence on irrigation practices. The NWFPA members have a commitment to sustainability in all parts of their businesses. Food processors could increase the value of produce if irrigators certify their irrigation practices; in return, irrigators need to prove that they follow energy conservation practices.  Detailed Notes: The NWFPA members have a commitment to sustainability in all parts of their businesses. The NWFPA identified several avenues of engagement BPA could take to promote efficiency offerings including, attending a NWFPA committee meeting or other regional NWFPA events, and through online webinars directly with interested members. Additionally, a university expert suggested that BPA could encourage food processors to develop a “water conservation” label or similar certificate to “organic” certification labels. Food processors could increase the value of produce if irrigators certify their irrigation practices; in return, irrigators need to prove that they follow energy conservation practices.  The NWFPA offered many suggestions of ways to reach their members including the following: attend a Northwest Food Processors Association energy committee or environmental committee meeting to share the program vision and sign up interested food processor representatives, present a webinar sponsored by the Northwest Food Processors Association for their members, provide information to the Northwest Food Processors Association to place on their website, present opportunities to the Northwest Food Processors Association conference and expo in January, where thousands of food processors are attendees, attend the sustainability conference the Northwest Food Processors Association holds in the spring, usually around early April; this could also be an opportunity to discuss a trade ally network.Source: Source: 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research Report (published October 2016) and interview with Northwest Food Processors Association.
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There are many different options of trade ally engagement, and the program could choose the level and options that make the most sense. Level 1 could be simple, small steps like developing a contact list of influencers and setting simple goals for the number of times we engage with them in a year and how. Level 2 could be a little more effort and engagement: something like developing a co-branded program with key influencers (dealers, food processors) or something like a recognition program, like Trade Ally of the Month, to recognize strong partners who champion EE.Level 3 could be more in depth: We could ask that trade allies agree to market and promote the program as a key component of their business in return for financial incentives and other benefits; under this approach, trade allies will more directly represent BPA and serve as the primary marketing force for the program.  Or we could offer reimbursement for technical training and certifications.At a minimum it is important to set goals and develop the value proposition for the dealers and food processors. More info on these levels is in the report.Questions for Discussion (1-2 minutes):Does anyone know of other regions where a level 1 or 2 effort-type of engagement with “trade allies” has been successful? There are a number of ideas of how to engage at these different levels in the report. Do folks on the call have ideas of how the ag program could engage with dealers and food processors at these different levels?Level 1:Make dealers and food processors aware of program offerings and administrative and technical program requirementsDevelop a contact list of dealers and food processorsProvide dealers and food processors with minimal marketing materialsList trade allies on BPA or utility websites using minimal documentation of meeting screening criteria Interviewees (BPA staff, dealers, and irrigation consultants) shared the following ideas for making dealers and food processors aware of program offerings: case studies, documentaries, forums, farm tours, dinners, and workshops. Level 2:Conduct annual trainingsDevelop a co-branded program with dealers and food processorsDevelop a recognition program, like Trade Ally of the Month, to recognize strong partnersEnhance documentation needs for meeting screening criteria to be listed as a program trade allyDevelop program manual with procedures and best practices Co-branding could include adding the trade ally’s logo to marketing materials and BPA and utility websites as well as inviting trade allies to speak with BPA and utilities at events, etc.Level 3:Ask that trade allies agree to market and promote the program as a key component of their business in return for financial incentives and other benefits; under this approach, trade allies will more directly represent BPA and serve as the primary marketing force for the programOffer reimbursement for technical training and certificationsOffer sales trainingsIssue an RFP for a trade ally programWork with a data processing and visualization company to provide value to food processors and irrigators and push energy efficiency forward Source: Adapted from Patrick Keegan and Christine Grant, Guide to Implementing a Trade Ally Program, Collaborative Efficiency, March 2014. 
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The third and final delivery mechanism opportunity is to talk to growers about what matters to them, then position them to talk to each other. Growers have a lot to think about beyond energy efficiency. Interviews with dealers and irrigation consultants indicate that many farmers upgrade to equipment that is more efficient because it makes their lives simpler, not because their primary concern is to save energy. Dealers and irrigation consultants said that marketing energy efficiency as the primary benefit to upgrading equipment is good, but adding the secondary benefits to marketing collateral may increase the chances that an irrigator upgrade equipment. So what could this look like and how could we do this?Detailed Notes:Two examples here – one is that the secondary benefits for VFDs is a key reason to install a VFD. Making it easy and more sophisticated: Installing a VFD allows a farmer to manage the motor at a precise speed, to stop at a precise position, or to apply a specific amount of torque. VFDs also enable irrigators to start and control pumps remotely with ease. They gradually ramp the motor up to operating speed to lessen mechanical and electrical stress, reducing maintenance and repair costs and extending the life of the motor and the driven equipment. All these benefits mean the irrigator can worry less about fixing a pump issue and more about the crop health and yield. �Water/Energy Nexus: Another example is the secondary benefit of water savings. If an irrigator is located in an area where water shortage is an issue and it is a dry season, chances are the irrigator cares more about water than he does energy—the irrigator can water crops if the equipment is inefficient but cannot water crops if drought prevents water use. It is important to appeal to the irrigator’s senses in these instances. Marketing collateral could focus on how efficient technologies save water. Therefore, the farmer can use less water and still get a productive yield. Source: Interviews with dealers and irrigation consultants as part of the 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research Report (published October 2016)(This area of opportunity also touches on both application efficiency and pumping efficiency.)
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We could start by communicating savings through channels that the research team heard is important and needed from dealers, irrigation consultants, and utility staff. These folks said that there is a need for on-hand program resources such as fact sheets, case studies, and video documentaries. Interviewees also suggested that BPA hold educational events like forums, farm tours, dinners, and workshops to help educate irrigators. Universities and extension offices already do some of these things. We could partner with them to be sure we are at the table and engaged through organized channels.These interviewees believe that these materials and events could close the knowledge gap between how efficient irrigation system design affects crop yield and energy and water use, and may spur earlier adoption of efficiency measures. Detailed Notes: Some dealers noted that many irrigators are already being efficient and the irrigators know efficient practices.Source: Interviews with dealers, irrigation consultants, and utility staff as part of the 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research Report (published October 2016)
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We can also use the existing communication channels to create “champions of energy efficiency”. The FRIS data shows that farmers representing 40% of irrigated acres said they get information about reducing irrigation costs and conserving water from neighboring farmers.We can use this to our advantage by empowering some of these growers to be our champions and help us spread the information, since there is a strong link between educating one irrigator and then having multiple irrigators receive the information.(This neighbor-to-neighbor transfer of information was also mentioned at the ETCC Quarterly Meeting.)Source: 2013 Farm and Ranch Irrigation Survey, Table 26. Sources of Irrigation Information Relied on for Reducing Irrigation Costs and Conserving Water: 2013, Region 17 Pacific Northwest; ETCC Quarterly Meeting.
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BETH: So we’ve now covered the three areas of opportunity that fall under the delivery mechanisms category: focus on the irrigation system as a whole, develop a trade ally network, and include secondary benefits within marketing materials.Next we’ll talk about the three areas of opportunity that fall under the technologies category. Technologies represent specific technologies that BPA can consider incentivizing for irrigators. (Note lots more noted in report, here are the key ones.)But before we dive in, I wanted to do a quick poll (have about 1-2 minutes):What technologies have folks heard about that they think are key areas of opportunity in the region for ag? 
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We heard from many sources that a key area of opportunity would be to promote data-based agriculture – something like the next generation of SIS.What this means is there is an opportunity to consider a program that promotes the use of data to make smart watering decisions, such as use of big data (e.g., through use of drones or soil moisture monitors) and using that data to control the water (VRI – automation at pivot, irrigation scheduling to apply correct amount of water remotely). (This area of opportunity is focused on application efficiency.)Sources: 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research Report (published October 2016)
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BPA promotes one type of data based agriculture through the existing scientific irrigation scheduling program. In the Columbia River Basin, we estimate that approximately 27% of fields use SIS.* There appears to be more opportunity for SIS in the region. And what’s next for this idea of scientific irrigation scheduling?Source: SIS Baseline Study Research (ongoing).*Estimates of percent of fields that use SIS versus fields that are non-SIS from the SIS baseline study. These values are being reviewed and updated now as fields change category right before they are planted. Therefore, this should be taken as an approximation only at this time. Values are based on a sample of fields. There appears to be opportunity for additional SIS. We will know more about the savings from SIS once the study is completed in March 2017.
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A story from National Public Radio’s (NPR’s) podcast OnPoint with Tom Ashbrook  looked at the high-tech revolution that is occurring in agriculture. Lance Donny at OnFarm believes the industry has entered into “Agriculture 3.0.” His timeline puts Ag 1.0 at the start of agriculture through the 1920s when manual labor grew crops on small acres of land to sustain individual families. Ag 2.0 was from 1920 to 2010 when synthetic fertilizers supercharged production such that one acre of land could feed five people. Today, Ag 3.0 is the use of data and information systems that can increase production by 70% to 100%. Source: NPR’s OnPoint with Tom Ashbrook. Idea from Lance Donny with OnFarm, http://onpoint.wbur.org/2015/08/12/farming-tech-drones-crops.In addition, we heard about the idea of data based agriculture in two external sources. “Farming was once intuitive. Today it is analytical and data driven.” This quote comes from the October 2015 issue of Popular Science that included a series on "The Future of Food” and an article titled “The iPhone-Driven Farm.” The article talked about one farmer who has automated his farm with dozens of sensors and drone technology to track soil moisture, wind speed, and rainfall. He receives all this data on his iPhone. Additionally, an article from National Geographic noted that, “GPS-equipped machinery supported by computers that organize sophisticated data on plants, soil and weather is accelerating and enhancing farmers’ on-farm knowledge.”Sources: National Geographic Magazine, July 2014, Vol. 226 No. 1Popular Science Magazine, October 2015
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In addition to these external resources, many of the market actor interviewees in 2016 described controls as “the next big thing” in irrigation efficiency…We heard the following from our research:Automation and data driven management present the biggest potential for savings, according to multiple market actors.In addition to our market actor interviews, we heard this idea throughout our research.“Big data with electronic tools is emerging and will be the next thing” - Idea from the ETCC Quarterly MeetingUse of data with controls/VRI was a focus at the Irrigation Association Trade Show in November 2015. We also heard about using controls for demand response which could be applicable in the future.Source: Market actor interviews, the ETCC Quarterly Meeting, Irrigation Association Trade Show in November 2015
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In addition, while our research alluded to the fact that data-based agriculture with controls can reduce over-watering and save money and energy, FRIS data shows that the majority of irrigators do not use data to make decisions about when to irrigate. Therefore, there is opportunity in “pushing” the market toward data-based agriculture. Source: FRIS Table 22 Methods Used When Deciding When to Irrigated, Region 17 Pacific Northwest, 2013.
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Another idea is to partner with a data processing and visualization company.Companies are building their business models around data-based ag. One company in this space developed a data processing and visualization platform that combines multiple data sets from a variety of sources (e.g., water districts, river flows, ground water, water applied, yields) to help organizations and irrigators make smart decisions. This company is currently working with Campbell’s Soup and the UC Davis Center for Energy and Water Efficiency to manage resources more intelligently, visualize data gaps, and provides irrigators with a ranking compared to similar irrigators to drive behavioral change.Another company like this is OnFarm.Source: Interview with Athena Intelligence. http://project-athena.com; http://www.onfarm.com/



Precision Ag Irrigation  
Leadership (PAIL) Project 

Soil Weather Other 
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So what are some possible next steps to promote data-based agriculture? One idea from the interviews was to support the PAIL project. BPA has had some involvement in the PAIL project in the past, but is not currently listed as a PAIL member (on 2 page handout as of July 18, 2016)The Precision Ag Irrigation Leadership (PAIL) project is working to pull all available information together through an integrated decision support system that makes information available in an easy-to-use format. “The purpose of the Precision Ag Irrigation Language (PAIL) Project is to provide a common set of data standards to convert weather, soil moisture and other relevant data from a variety of Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) hardware and software programs into an industry-wide format that can be downloaded and used by an irrigation data analysis and prescription program. Project deliverables will enable more efficient, easier-to-use solutions for growers, and the proposed standards will provide for extensibility for future use cases.” Note: Idea for supporting the PAIL project came from interviews in 2014 – interview with a USDA technical service provider and ag extension service crop expert/university researcher.Question for Discussion:We heard a lot about using data to make decisions on the farms. What have others heard about that aligns with this opportunity?Source: PAIL website: http://www.aggateway.org/eConnectivity/Projects/CurrentOngoing/PrecisionAgIrrigationLeadershipPAIL.aspx
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The second technology opportunity is to “get pumped” about motors, pumps and VFDs! As mentioned in Part 1 presentation, BPA has a few program offerings already for pumps: Irrigation pump test and system analysis – though no savings from this measure – is there a way to turn these into action/savings?VFDs in ag turbine pump applications – is it possible to expand the application here?Green Motors rewind initiative – not under the ag program in the IM but available to ag customersThe market noted the importance of continuing and possibly expanding this opportunity. “VFDs would be the number one thing.” -Dealer when asked about the potential for energy savings(This area of opportunity is focused on pumping efficiency.)Source: 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research Report (published October 2016)
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Additionally, interviews with dealers and irrigation consultants revealed that pumps require ongoing maintenance. This indicates a continual need for irrigators to update their pumps or the option to take other actions with their pumps – like adding a VFD or completing a pump test.Detailed Notes: There are 63,000 irrigation pumps in the Pacific NorthwestSource: USDA, Farm and Ranch Irrigation Survey, Table 9, “Irrigation Pumps on Farms, 2013,” 2014.
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In addition, utilities have had inquiries from irrigators about VFDs showing there is interest in the market.Source: Utility staff interviews
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The third technology opportunity is to consider a program for LESA and LEPA based on the current study results.The research team recommends that BPA review the results of the current LESA demonstration project and determine whether the technology will achieve savings in BPA’s territory to push the market. (This area of opportunity is focused on application efficiency.)Source: 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research Report (expected completion in October 2016); For more information, see: http://pnwpestalert.net/uploads/meetings/Treasure_Valley_Workshop_LESA_14.pdf
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And we heard that few center pivot packages are currently designed for LESA/LEPA – only 1-2%. Source: Market actor interviews



15 % of the agricultural cumulative 
technically achievable  
savings in 2035 in the 7th 
Power Plan is for LESA 
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However, the Council’s Seventh Plan assumes that 15% of the agricultural cumulative technically achievable savings in 2035 will come from LESA/LEPA systems. Source: Northwest Power and Conservation Council. 7th Power Plan
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Perceived market barriers to adoption include terrain, climate, and risk to crops.BPA's study with WSU on LEPA/LESA in the region should provide the needed information on the applicability of the technology in the region. Few of the manufacturers, dealers, and irrigation consultants that the research team spoke with are aware of many—if any—of the applications of LESA/LEPA in the Northwest. Some dealers and irrigation consultants are excited about the potential of LESA/LEPA, but also note the reluctance to recommending it because it is a relatively new idea in the region. Dealers and irrigation consultants noted that there is also a widespread perception that LESA/LEPA is not applicable to the Northwest terrain and crop types and, therefore, is not ready for mainstream adoption. Terrain: The terrain in areas of the Northwest is too hilly or variable for the technology to be effective, according to interviewed dealers and irrigation consultants. Climate: The Northwest climate is not as well-suited for this technology as—for instance—the Texas climate is, where adoption of LESA/LEPA is more common. In Texas the high temperatures (and subsequently high evaporation rates) make the technology not only more cost-effective but also more necessary. Additionally, the research team learned from university experts that the water shortages in Texas also drive the adoption of LESA/LEPA practices. There are comparatively fewer water shortages in the Northwest, reducing the demand for LESA/LEPA. However, the climate in parts of the Columbia Basin is not that different from the Texas panhandle where LEPA/LESA is prevalent. Risk to crops: Dealers and irrigation consultants cite concern from irrigators that LESA/LEPA is a risk to crops. This is based on irrigators’ perception that not enough water will be applied to the crop and that irrigators would be unable to see if sprinklers have stopped working if the sprinklers are below the canopy. Source: 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research (published October 2016). 



In Summary 
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So in summary, the key areas of opportunity are…



TECHNOLOGIES AND DELIVERY 
MECHANISMS 
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Within delivery mechanisms…



Takeaway No. 01 

Focus on the irrigation  
system as a whole, rather than  

individual components  
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Focus on the irrigation system as a whole, rather than individual components



Takeaway No. 02 

Engage influencers in a  
strategic and holistic way 
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Develop a trade ally network that includes dealers and food processors



Takeaway No. 03 

Talk to growers about what  
matters to them, then position  
growers to talk to each other 
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Include secondary benefits within marketing materials



AND DELIVERY 
MECHANISMS 
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And within technologies…



Takeaway No. 04 

Promote the  
next generation of SIS 
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Promote data-based agriculture



Takeaway No. 05 

Get pumped about motors,  
pumps, and VFDs 
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Continue to incentivize motors, pumps, and VFDs



Takeaway No. 06 

Consider a LESA/LEPA program  
based on study results 
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Consider a LESA/LEPA program based on study results



Bonnie Watson 
bfwatson@bpa.gov 

503.230.3693 
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Closing notes:Thank Ag teamThank utilities and other folks who contributed to the studyReport and slides online (show where it is)Discussion Ideas:Recap of push vs. maintain. Other ideas for ways to push the market for Ag irrigation?
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